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What if
You combine 4 proven 

technologies  (Pulse, Thermal, 
Solvent Gas Injection, Steam 
)into 1 process?

Make the process controllable 
to maximize productive?

Maximize Energy potential, 
capture and capitalize?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This provides the audience the information regarding the technologies are not new however putting them together is.Each technology has already been proven to increase production however each technology by itself creates production problems that cause issues.  The four technologies together eliminate the production problems by using other technologies in conjunction of one another.Also that process is controllable from above ground.  I can increase the pulsation or slow it down, I can increase the pressures and decrease the pressures, I can change the frequency of the pulsation and strength of the pulsation all above ground.  Maximize energy potential means that engineering looked that the facility and process and designed the facility to reduce any power waste.  Since we are generating all energy above ground, we can really control the usage and whatever is not being used gets up back into operations through infield electrification or in the power grid.Other EOR projects can not do it, the SAGD waste energy on heat loss, THAI on burning underground thus not capturing the wasted energy.Our efficient rating is high 90’s., this is excellent



What would this technology be 
worth to any Oil producer?

 Why:
 Increase oil production by a minimum of 7-10%, lab tests identify up 

to 76% in some cases, expecting field results to exceed 30%

 Changes to reserves ratings, Proven, probable and possible

 Increasing oil mobility by changing the phase permeability

 Capturing energy potential, capitalization of any loss energy and 
applying it either back into the project or turn it into capital, 
(Putting power into the Grid)

 Activating old fields/abandonments and producing those fields with 
secondary recovery, little capital cost

 Capitalization of production, taking wet field gas, striping it of it’s 
wet gases, Captures them for production and then uses only waste 
gas for the process.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Increase in oil production recovery is based on Alex Turta’s paper and their recovery.  Other abstracts have also shown increases to oil production of over 7%.  I know that our numbers will be a lot higher based on what we have seen however this is where we talk about them doing third party tests on their reservoir information and getting their own results and numbers.  Liability reduction.Increase oil mobility by changing phase permeability, flue gas injection, chemical structure, pressure gradient, temperature all factors.Capturing energy potential, again the notes from the previous page.Going into fields that would normally be abandoned. Getting additional recovery off of reserves that have been written off.,  This will change Corporate Values of many companies, changing the three P’s in reserve evaluations, speak to any reservoir evaluation engineer.We can also pull off wet gases condensates before we generate our flue gas, generating funds immediately.  Extremely valuable that just normal natural gas.



Who has been involved with 
the Development of PRTISP 
 Harold Nikipelo

 Sole designer /inventor of PRTISP and downhole tool, 
President of Lifeview Oil and Gas Management Services

 Dr. Alex Turta, Alberta Research Council Calgary, Advisor to 
PRTISP process only

 Head of the Enhanced Oil Recovery 

 Co-designer of THAI, 

 Author of many EOR papers

 Dr. Kenny Adegbesan, KADE technologies Technical Advisor 

 Geologists, Petroleum and Mechanical Engineers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IntroductionsAlex and Kenny are well know and the key words are links to their wesite.Our downhole mechanical design engineer have developed over 20 downhole tools of which most companies are using them today in their operations.

http://www.innovationalberta.com/article.php?articleid=679
http://kadeinc.com/


Building a better Mouse Trap

Current heavy and conventional Oil 
Recovery Technologies.
 THAI & CAPRI
 SAGD
 Solvent Injection
 Electrical energy
 Water flooding
 Gas Injection

http://www.heavyoilinfo.com/feature_items/thai/the-development-of-thai
http://www.heavyoilinfo.com/blog-posts/new-technology-could-substantially-boost-sagd-potential
http://www.iptcnet.org/2008/pages/technical/IPTC-12637-MS.pdf.pdf
http://www.netl.doe.gov/publications/proceedings/01/carbon_seq/p3.pdf
http://www.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=http://www.grassroots.com/images/blog/6666967/Mouse-Trap-Cheese.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.grassroots.com/news/thinking/?authorId=6666967&h=318&w=390&sz=21&tbnid=MuI-ajU1RU198M:&tbnh=100&tbnw=123&prev=/images?q=mouse+trap&hl=en&usg=__mtg8HUqXtOg2qoxlmWbyu_5fkfU=&ei=PouoSuPyH4aSsgPnuqGPBQ&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=3&ct=image
http://www.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=http://www.grassroots.com/images/blog/6666967/Mouse-Trap-Cheese.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.grassroots.com/news/thinking/?authorId=6666967&h=318&w=390&sz=21&tbnid=MuI-ajU1RU198M:&tbnh=100&tbnw=123&prev=/images?q=mouse+trap&hl=en&usg=__mtg8HUqXtOg2qoxlmWbyu_5fkfU=&ei=PouoSuPyH4aSsgPnuqGPBQ&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=3&ct=image


The Concept & Benefits to 
you

 When effectively implemented, we believe our process may be

 the most efficient way to accelerate fluid flow and disperse liquids 
through oil-bearing geological material.

 Increase oil production 

 Economically efficient production, thanks to better oil mobility and 
anticipated well efficiency 

 Cheaper Facility due to less steam being generated

 Power generation excesses tool requirements thus putting power back 
into he grid system 



 The process of the present invention is adaptable for use in 
reservoir contexts including but not limited to the following:

 Reservoirs with high viscosity bitumen or heavy oil

 Reservoirs with mobile bottom water

 Reservoirs with difficulty cap rock integrity issues

 Reservoirs with depths not over 4500m(14,763ft.) / 
dependant on power usage for reheating gas.

 Reservoirs with narrow or restricted net pay over 6 meters

 Reservoirs with depletion drive mechanisms for heavy oil 
extraction and Light oil as well.

 Reservoirs for conventional oil production



WHAT IS PRTISP?

Pulse
Resonance
Thermal
 Injected
Syn-gas
Process



Pulse

• The process is a pulsing drive system the causes 
penetration within the reservoir through pressure 
gradient changes, development of elastic pressure 
waves, (P-WAVES)

• Controllable above surface for maximum productive

• Each segment is controllable, 

• Maximum benefit supersedes any known enhanced oil 
recovery program developed. 

• The pulsing mode is adjustable based on design and 
exhaust port length. (Lifeview Pulsation Tool)

• Continuous application

Presenter
Presentation Notes
P waves are developed by the flashing of water to a heated gas/ flash plate over 243 degree Celsius this causing critical steam with an expansion ratio of 1700 times. The speed of the expansion creates the amplitude of the wave, the length of the injection allows use to hold open fractures before allowing them to close that working the rock.  This is all controlled above ground. Controlling the pulse.Think of a sponge, slowly working the sponge you get fluid, if you just leave the sponge, no moist will be removed.The velocity of P-waves in a homogeneous isotropic medium is given bywhere K is the bulk modulus (the modulus of incompressibility), is the shear modulus (modulus of rigidity, sometimes denoted as G and also called the second Lamé parameter), is the density of the material through which the wave propagates, and is the first Lamé parameter.Of these, density shows the least variation, so the velocity is mostly controlled by K and μ.The elastic moduli P-wave modulus, , is defined so that and therebyTypical values for P-wave velocity in earthquakes are in the range 5 to 8 km/s.[2] The precise speed varies according to the region of the Earth's interior, from less than 6 km/s in the Earth's crust to 13 km/s through the core.[



Velocity of Common Rock Types
Jump up ^ "Acoustic Logging". epa.gov. 2011-12-12. Retrieved 2015-02-03.

Rock Type Velocity {M/S} Velocity {ft./s}

Unconsolidated Sandstone 4600 – 5200 15000 – 17000

Consolidated Sandstone 5800 19000

Shale 1800 – 4900 6000 – 16000

Limestone 5800 – 6400 19000 – 24000

Dolomite 6400 – 7300 21,000 – 24,000

Anhydrie 6100 20000

Granite 5800 – 6100 19000 -20000

Gabbro 7200 23600

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just to give you some velocity speeds, now by controlling the amount and flow of the water /catalysis, I can count the speed of the p wave.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-wave#cite_ref-4
http://www.epa.gov/esd/cmb/GeophysicsWebsite/pages/reference/methods/Borehole_Geophysical_Methods/Logging_Techniques_and_Tools/Acoustic_Logging.htm


Resonance

• The Sonic Resonance Frequency generated by the 
pulse and tool would be regulated based on both 
temperature and amplitude for the regulation of the 
wave’s magnitude of oscillation. 

• Causes penetration to within the reservoir and will 
generate flow to the production well. 

• The sonic frequency is calculated to ensure cap rock 
integrity and reservoir structure is maintained by 
Geomechanical methods and testing. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This global electromagnetic resonance phenomenon is named after physicist Winfried Otto Schumann who predicted it mathematically in 1952. Schumann resonances occur because the space between the surface of the Earth and the conductive ionosphere acts as a closed waveguide. The limited dimensions of the Earth cause this waveguide to act as a resonant cavity for electromagnetic waves in the ELF band. The cavity is naturally excited by electric currents in lightning. Schumann resonances are the principal background in the electromagnetic spectrum[1] beginning at 3 Hz and extend to 60 Hz,[2] and appear as distinct peaks at extremely low frequencies (ELF) around 7.83 (fundamental),[3] 14.3, 20.8, 27.3 and 33.8 Hz.[1][4]The tools is designed to off set the natural frequency  and therefore is present set to operate at 6 different frequencies to best maximize production.  Vibrations if you call them. Continuous vibrations frequencies.



Thermal

• The thermal temperature of the exhaust gases are 
regulated to meet the engineering working specifications as 
set forth based on reservoir perimeters 

• Prior to exit point of the downhole pulsation tool, the gases 
will pass through a downhole heater (adjustable) thus 
increasing the temperature prior to being expelled through 
the downhole pulsation tool expulsion ports. 

• Treated water/steam would be injected on the exhaust 
side. Steam Expansion  (1700 times) Ideal Gas Law. An ideal 
gas can be characterized by three state variables: absolute 
pressure (P), volume (V), and absolute temperature (T). The 
relationship between them may be deduced from kinetic 
theory and is called the

• Ideal Gas Law: PV=nRT=NkT

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/kinetic/idegas.html#c3
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/kinetic/kinthe.html#c1


Injected

• The injection of water or steam (treated) will be used to 
increase the mobility of the oil or bitumen flowing to the 
production well by applying wet steam or water downhole 
in direct contact with high temperature gaseous. 
(243degree C/ 469.4 Deg. F) 

• Designed downhole pulsation tool. This will harness the 
steam expansion characteristics to pulsate movement of 
the oil by dilating the natural fractures without causing 
damage to cap rock integrity. 

• Toe to heel configuration well will be used. 

• This short- distance oil displacement will preserve the 
upgrading. This benefit has been demonstrated in other 
existing enhanced oil recovery processes and can be 
controlled to meet the required benefit. 



Syngas

• The use of propane or natural gas as a main fuel source 
along with other thermal operations to product it’s by-
products (SYNGAS) would be used as a solvent gaseous 
solution based on the reservoir requirements. (Treated 
Flu Gas)

• Re-cycle through a afterburner for complete burn 
removing all oxygen from the injection gas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Syngas  or flue gas, this gas is a byproduct of combustion of which is sent through a secondary system to ensure that no Oxygen enters our injection.Enriched with Carbon and Hydrogen for heavy oil and Bitumen.Different catalysis for different projects.



Process

• The key is upgrading underground by making changes to 
the carbon chain and thermal application

• With the drive systems being used downhole, production 
is maximized. 

• Zero Emissions from the injector process 

• Green process



Reservoir dependent information 
for process guidelines 

 Reservoir depth, Structure

 Reservoir fluid characteristics 

 Flu Gas Injection rate

 Water / Catalyst Volumes

 Horsepower requirements

 Compression rates and pressures

 Electrical requirements for process and downhole tool

Once gathered we would be able to calculate the Mass and 
Energy Balance for effective production forecasting 



Copyright 
Lifeview Oil and Gas 

Patent Pending

PRTISP Process 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Illusion of  the vertical injection, sweeping oil to horizontal producers.



Copyright 
Lifeview Oil and Gas 

Patent Pending

Bottom water Problems with continuous 
steam injection 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Illusion of channeling or developing worm holes and the steam oil ratio goes threw the roof.



Copyright 
Lifeview Oil and Gas 

Patent Pending

PRTISP process in bottom water

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Due to the pulsation we are not creating the worm holes or channeling due to con continuously applying same pressure.The injection pressure is not enough to create the wormholes and the pulsation pressure is that waves not looking for the weakest point like continuous pressure.Example is a balloon  the key is ultimate ensile strength / breaking stress.  This is the key to having both laboratory and geomechanical studies done before we start our injection.



Copyright 
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Patent Pending

Lack of Cap Rock Problems with 
Continuous Steam Injection 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Same principle applies, know your pressure limitations to work the reservoir without damaging the cap rock or upper formation.
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Bird`s eye view of the TTH(Toe to Heel) steam-
syngas flooding process; well configuration.   

Staggered Line Drive ConfigurationStaggered Line Drive Configuration

vi vi

Horizontal Well 
Producer

TOE

HEEL

5-m

50 m

800m

400m

Legend: Ob – Observation well, future VI
VI - vertical injector

Ob
Ob

50m

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The design is that of a horizontal producer with the red dots being designed as injection wells for the sweeping aspect.



Bird`s eye view of the TTH steam-syngas 
flooding process for Commercial Application 

Staggered Line Drive ConfigurationStaggered Line Drive Configuration
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Field development 
implementation

 Existing oil fields that have pressure depleted reservoirs

 Reestablish reservoir drive 

 Increasing oil mobility by changing the phase permeability

 Heavy Oil Enhanced Oil Recovery program

 Thermal application

 Increase oil mobility by using pressure gradient 

 Chemical injection using Syngas / enriched 

 Bitumen fields with bottom water

 Worm hole problems, 

 Steam oil ratio high, not economical



PRTISP Process for 
Heavy Oil 

Recovery and 
Conventional Oil

New deployment technique in areas with cold flow 
production, depleted production in mature fields



Conventional Heavy Oil / 
Carbonate Light Oil spacing per 
Section

Vertical Production wells

Vertical Thermal Injector well 

Vertical Production wells

Vertical Production wells Vertical Production wells



Current development Status

 US Patent issued October 07, 2014 
US8,851,169 B2

 Canadian Patent Issued November 
24, 2015 CIPO – Patent Number  –
2,773,056 

 International Patent Submission 
 WO2011/026226 A1  See presenter 

for copies





Canadian Patent Confirmation



Corporate Services

 Legal Services

Denton US LLP

Oscar Pinkas, Legal Councel

1221 Avenue of the Americans, 

New York, NY 10020-1089

oscar.pinkas@dentons.com

Lifeview Petroleum Inc. 

Harold Nikipelo, President and Chairman, 
hnikipelo@lifeviewoil.com

780-213-0297
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Supportive Research 
Documentation  
 Action of Powerful Seismo-Acoustic Radiation on Oil-

Bearing Layers by : B.N.Bogolyubov1, I.B.Burlakova1, 
V.N.Lobanov1, V.I.Talanov1, V.A.Farfel1,L.S.Brilliant2, 
V.Yu.Morozov3, G.A. Potapov3

 Elastic-wave stimulation of oil production: A review of 
methods and results By: lgor A. Beresnev* and Paul A. 
Johnson‡

 Mechanisms, Field Suitability, and Case Studies for 
Enhancement of Oil Recovery and Production using 
In-situ Seismic Stimulation by:Sergey A. Kostrov* and 
Bill O. Wooden†

 Preliminary Considerations on Application of 
Steamflooding in a Toe-To-Heel Configuration by: A. T. 
TURTA, A.K. SINGHAL Alberta Research Council (ARC), 
Canada T. X. XIA1, M. GREAVES University of Bath, 
England J. GOLDMAN AND J. IVORY ARC, Canada 



Supportive Research 
Documentation cont’d

 AN EOR APPLICATION @ LIAOHE OIL FIELD IN CHINA 
RREPORT

 Tests of Pumping Boiler Flue Gas into Oil Wells, 
Chenglin Zhu

 First National Conference on Carbon Sequestration

 May 15-17, 2001 Washington DC, USA
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